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One of the questions I get asked when meeting new people is “What made you want to become a
cook in the first place?” This is usually preceded by the inevitable “So…if you graduated from
culinary school and worked in fine dining, what the hell are you doing flipping burgers in a hospital
basement?” That question is the easy one. I loved having the prestige of working for solid chefs and
making creative dishes, and may go back to it someday. Still, selling out for better health care and
timely raises has moments when it beats prestige. The other question, the one about what led me
down the path to the dark side, leads to an explanation of Pyrexophobia.

Pyrexophobia (not to be confused with Pyrexiophobia, which is the irrational fear of fevers) is a
panic brought on by homemade casseroles. I was raised an upstanding, churchgoing boy in the
1970′s and 80′s. Those were the days when fast food took a bigger chunk out of the family food
budget and the home cook still ruled. Part of being a polite church kid was that I was made to take
part in potlucks and functions on a weekly basis. The term “dish-to-pass” still strikes fear into me.
We dined on such delicacies as chicken salad with grape jelly and a host of bland oddities. Friends
wonder why I punish my food with such inordinate amounts of hot sauce and jalapeno.  It is because
I was brought up eating all kinds of food on margarine slathered dinner rolls, the margarine coating
the palate enough so as to mask taste. So it was that I turned a wary eye toward church women
bearing Pyrex serving ware. My real nervous fear began in earnest after the neighbor lady offered

me a  layered salad, which I immediately tucked into. She’d dusted the lettuce
with Seven to ward off rabbits and “forgot” to wash the vegetables before
composing the salad.

My fear wasn’t limited to potlucks. God love my mom, but she learned to cook
in what the State of Michigan politely termed during the 1950′s “blind
rehabilitation.” Criminals and drug addicts get rehabilitated, I always
wondered, so what did blind people need to be rehabbed from? Any rate, the

state gave its ward cans of cream of mushroom soup and pointed them at the stoves. My father was
a farm kid, but somehow he learned that everything tastes better with cream of mushroom, as well.
Our food was variant shades of gray. It was only as adult that my sister and I found out that you don’t
cook pork steaks by throwing them in a pan with mushroom soup and water and cooking them until
they turn into serving bowls. I once came home after living on the East Coast and asked if my dad
needed to go shopping. “Yeah, I need some cream of mushroom.” Looking in his cupboard, I
counted only 23 cans. So, we went and stocked up.

When I was 16, I helped rebuild a house outside Charleston, South Carolina. I was a volunteer, but
the owner wanted to give us something, so he set up a crab boil in the yard. This was my first
glimpse that food could taste like…food. A year later I was sitting in the Department of Agriculture
building’s commissary in Washington, D.C. I had Caesar Salad, which seems so simple, but I’ve
never had a better one. I could go on and on about those two experiences, but you get it. Culinary
careers have been built on less. I discovered flavor and texture and never went back. My parents
have discovered flavor as well. They buy Scwann’s dinners. None contain mushroom soup. Onward
and Upward.
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